The Hunter Victor The Assassin 1
As recognized, adventure as with ease as experience just about lesson, amusement, as competently
as deal can be gotten by just checking out a ebook The Hunter Victor The Assassin 1 as a
consequence it is not directly done, you could recognize even more on the subject of this life,
approaching the world.
We manage to pay for you this proper as skillfully as easy mannerism to acquire those all. We have
the funds for The Hunter Victor The Assassin 1 and numerous ebook collections from fictions to
scientific research in any way. in the middle of them is this The Hunter Victor The Assassin 1 that
can be your partner.

Marathon - Brian Freeman 2019-10-17
"PROPULSIVE . . . THIS THRILLER RACES TO A
BREATHLESS FINISH." --MINNEAPOLIS STAR
TRIBUNE "A TAUT, FINELY CRAFTED PAGETURNER . . . THE PLOT IS TORN RIGHT FROM
OUR HEADLINES." --5-STAR READER REVIEW
"GRIPPING . . . A FAST, COMPELLING READ." --

PUBLISHERS WEEKLY In a powerfully
compelling thriller that strikes at the heart of
our current fears as a nation, Detective Jonathan
Stride must investigate a marathon bombing in
his city--before more people get hurt. On a rainy
June morning, tens of thousands of people line
the streets of Duluth while exhausted runners
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push to reach the finish line at the city's biggest
annual event. Then, in a terrifying echo of the
Boston bombing, there is an explosion along the
race course, leaving many people dead and
injured. Within minutes, Jonathan Stride, Serena
Dial, and Maggie Bei are at work with the FBI to
find the terrorists behind the tragedy. As social
media feeds a flood of rumors and
misinformation, one young man becomes the
most wanted person in the city. And the
manhunt is on. But are the answers behind the
Duluth bombing more complex than anyone
realizes? And can Stride, Serena, and Maggie
find the truth before more innocent people are
killed?
The Assassin - Clive Cussler 2015-03-03
Detective Isaac Bell tracks a killer across the
nation’s oilfields in this adventure in the #1 New
York Times–bestselling historical series. As Van
Dorn private detective Isaac Bell strives to land
a government contract to investigate John D.
Rockefeller’s Standard Oil monopoly, the case

takes a deadly turn. A sniper begins murdering
opponents of Standard Oil, and soon the
assassin—shooting with extraordinary accuracy
at seemingly impossible long range—kills Bell’s
best witness. Then the shooter detonates a
terrible explosion that sets the victim’s
independent refinery ablaze. Bell summons his
best detectives to hunt down the mysterious
killer. But the murders—shootings, poisonings,
staged accidents—have just begun as Bell tracks
his phantom-like criminal adversary from the “oil
fever” regions of Kansas and Texas to
Washington, D.C., to the tycoons’ enclave of
New York, to Russia’s war-torn Baku oil fields on
the Caspian Sea, and back to America for a final,
desperate confrontation. And this one will be the
most explosive of all.
The Good Assassin - Stephan Talty 2020-04-15
The thrilling true story of an Israel spy’s epic
journey to bring the notorious Butcher of Latvia
to justice. A page-turner to rival anything by
John le Carre, this real-life tale of espionage will
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leave readers on the edge of their seats.
A Time to Die - Tom Wood 2016-11-03
AUTHOR OF THE BBC RADIO 2 BOOK CLUB
BESTSELLER BETTER OFF DEAD From hot
thriller author Tom Wood comes the latest
breathtaking Victor novel, The Day of the Jackal
meets Jason Bourne, with a thoroughly modern
twist. 'Terrifically fun and explosively propulsive'
Gregg Hurwitz, author of Orphan X Even a killer
can be a hero If the assassin known only as
Victor once had a moral compass, it is long since
buried, along with his many victims. Yet some
men are so evil even Victor accepts they must
die for reasons other than just money. One such
is Milan Rados, a former commander in the
Serbian army who has escaped trial at The
Hague to become a formidable criminal power.
Tracking down and killing this brutal man will
win Victor a reprieve for his own recent crimes
on British soil. But Victor isn't the only one who
wants Rados dead. A woman, whose family was
butchered on the tyrant's orders, will do

anything to see Rados' blood spilled on the snow
of Eastern Europe. Now Victor has an unlikely
ally - but an army stands between them and
justice.
The Hunter - Tom Wood 2011
His name is a cover He has no home And he kills
for a living Victor is an assassin, a man with no
past and no surname. His world is one of
paranoia and obsessive attention to detail; his
morality lies either dead or dying. No one knows
what truly motivates the hunter. No one gets
close enough to ask. When a Paris job goes
spectacularly wrong, Victor finds himself
running for his life across four continents,
pursued by a kill squad and investigated by
secret services from more than one country.
With meticulous style, Victor plans his escape . .
. and takes the fight to his would-be killers. In
this first novel in the explosive Victor the
Assassin series, it's not about right and wrong only about who lives and who dies.
The Final Hour - Tom Wood 2017-08-29
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The enigmatic assassin Victor returns in an
explosive thriller from the international
bestselling author of A Time to Die and The
Darkest Day. SOMETIMES THE ONLY WAY TO
LIVE... Victor is the ultimate predator. He
surfaces to kill, then disappears into thin air. But
he’s a disposable commodity for the powerful
people he works for—both the good guys and the
bad. And no one has his back. Especially now
that doing black bag jobs for the CIA has put a
target on his head... ...IS TO DIE. Antonio
Alvarez, a high-ranking US intelligence official,
is determined to clean house and find the
legendary killer who slipped away from him
during an operation in Paris. There’s only one
person Victor can turn to for help: a lethal
female assassin whose life he once saved. And
now Victor wants her to return the favor—by
killing him....
Bitten - Kelley Armstrong 2009-08-25
An erotically charged, addictive thriller from the
future queen of suspense. Living in Toronto for a

year, Elena is leading the normal life she has
always dreamed of, including a stable job as a
journalist and a nice apartment shared with her
boyfriend. As the lone female werewolf in
existence, only her secret midnight prowls and
her occasional inhuman cravings set her apart.
Just one year ago, life was very different.
Adopted by the Pack when bitten, Elena had
spent years struggling with her resentment at
having her life stolen away. Torn between two
worlds, and overwhelmed by the new passions
coursing through her body, her only option for
control was to deny her awakening needs and
escape. But now the Pack has called Elena home
to help them fight an alliance of renegade
werewolves who are bent on exposing and
annihilating the Pack. And although Elena is
obliged to rejoin her "family," she vows not to be
swept up in Pack life again, no matter how
natural it might feel. She has made her choice.
Trouble is, she's increasingly uncertain if it's the
right one. An erotically charged thriller, Bitten
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will awaken the voracious appetite of every
reader, as the age-old battle between man and
beast, between human and inhuman forces,
comes to a head in one small town and within
one woman's body.
Accident Man - Tom Cain 2010-01-12
Breathlessly paced and featuring one of the most
intriguing heroes in recent fiction, The Accident
Man surprises the reader at every turn. For a
certain sum of money, Samuel Carver will
arrange any death. But when a job below a
bridge in Paris goes wrong and he is pursued by
the very forces that hired him, Carver must
execute his most daring feat yet.
The Day of the Jackal - Frederick Forsyth
2012-09-04
THE CLASSIC THRILLER FROM #1 NEW YORK
TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR FREDERICK
FORSYTH “The Day of the Jackal makes such
comparable books such as The Manchurian
Candidate and The Spy Who Came in from the
Cold seem like Hardy Boy mysteries.”—The New

York Times The Jackal. A tall, blond Englishman
with opaque, gray eyes. A killer at the top of his
profession. A man unknown to any secret service
in the world. An assassin with a contract to kill
the world's most heavily guarded man. One man
with a rifle who can change the course of
history. One man whose mission is so secretive
not even his employers know his name. And as
the minutes count down to the final act of
execution, it seems that there is no power on
earth that can stop the Jackal.
The Killer - Tom Wood 2010-04-13
The hunter has become the hunted Victor is a
freelancer, a professional, a killer---the best
there is. He's ice cold, methodical, and deadly.
He lives alone. He operates alone. No one knows
his background, or even his name. For him,
business is a straight transaction. He's given a
job; he takes out the target; he gets paid. He's in
Paris to perform a standard kill and collect for
an anonymous client. The contract is simple,
routine, and Victor completes it with trademark
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efficiency, only to find himself in the middle of
an ambush and fighting for his life. Faced with
powerful and determined enemies, and caught in
the crossfire of an international conspiracy
unfolding across four continents, Victor is forced
to go on the run across a winter-ravaged Europe.
Pursued by the authorities, hired assassins, and
intelligence agencies from both sides of the
Atlantic, he discovers that no place is safe for
him anymore and there is no one he can trust.
But Victor is no easy target, and he's every bit as
ruthless as those hunting him. He will find out
who wants him dead and why, one corpse at a
time. Debut author Tom Hinshelwood has
written a classic cat-and-mouse thriller for the
twenty-first century that takes off from the very
first page and never lets up. Filled with
adrenaline-charged action worthy of the big
screen, The Killer will have readers looking
down the barrel of a gun at every turn. The
Killer was previously published under the title,
"The Hunter".

Bad Luck in Berlin - Tom Wood 2012-03-13
Victor has been out of the game for six months but he's as deadly as ever. He's in Berlin,
preparing for his first assignment as a CIA
contractor: taking out the scout of a notorious
crime lord. No one is supposed to die - not yet but as Victor tracks his target, he realises he's
not the only one interested in the scout . . . and
if Victor is going to do his job, he has to stop
someone else doing theirs. Packed with roaring
action and breathless suspense, this specially
priced, exclusive short story is perfect for fans of
Tom Wood - and for readers who have yet to
discover him.
An Assassin's Guide to Love and Treason Virginia Boecker 2018-10-23
A Kirkus 2018 Best Book of the Year!
Shakespeare in Love meets Philippa Gregory in
this witty and thrilling story of star-crossed
assassins in Elizabeth England, perfect for fans
of My Lady Jane and The Gentleman's Guide to
Vice and Virtue! When Lady Katherine's father is
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killed for being an illegally practicing Catholic,
she discovers treason wasn't the only secret he's
been hiding -- he was also involved in a murder
plot against the reigning Queen Elizabeth I. With
nothing left to lose, Katherine disguises herself
as a boy and travels to London to fulfill her
father's mission, and to take it one step further -kill the queen herself. Katherine's opportunity
comes in the form of William Shakespeare's
newest play, which is to be performed in front of
Her Majesty. But what she doesn't know is that
the play is not just a play. It's a plot to root out
insurrectionists and destroy the rebellion once
and for all. The mastermind behind this ruse is
Toby Ellis, a young spy for the queen with
secrets of his own. When Toby and Katherine are
cast opposite each other as the play's leads, they
find themselves inexplicably drawn to one
another. But the closer they grow, the more
precarious their positions become. And soon
they learn that star-crossed love, mistaken
identity, and betrayal are far more dangerous off

the stage than on.
The Final Hour - Tom Wood 2018-03-22
AUTHOR OF THE BBC RADIO 2 BOOK CLUB
HIT BETTER OFF DEAD 'Terrifically fun and
explosively propulsive' Gregg Hurwitz, author of
Orphan X From bestselling author Tom Wood
comes a unique and gasp-inducing Victor thriller
that turns all your expectations on their head . . .
Former CIA agent Antonio Alvarez has been
tracking a vicious murderer for years, a
nameless hitman responsible for numerous
homicides. Once, the Agency deflected him away
from his search, but now promotion has given
him a second chance to right the past. Only
problem is, the killer has vanished. Thousands of
miles away, the professional known as Victor has
stopped working - recently he began to care; he
made mistakes. But there's another assassin,
Raven, who needs his help - and she is hard to
refuse . . . Enter a world of betrayal, tension and
twists perfect for fans of Gregg Hurwitz (Orphan
X, The Nowhere Man), James Swallow (Nomad,
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Exile) and Terry Hayes (I Am Pilgrim, Day of the
Locust). 'Great, page-turning stuff' James
Swallow, author of Nomad and Exile 'Very Few
British writers are as good at the action thriller'
Sunday Express
The Anomaly - Hervé Le Tellier 2021-11-23
A New York Times bestseller and a "Best Thriller
of the Year" Winner of the Goncourt Prize and
now an international phenomenon, this dizzying,
whip-smart novel blends crime, fantasy, sci-fi,
and thriller as it plumbs the mysteries
surrounding a Paris-New York flight. Who would
we be if we had made different choices? Told
that secret, left that relationship, written that
book? We all wonder—the passengers of Air
France 006 will find out. In their own way, they
were all living double lives when they boarded
the plane: Blake, a respectable family man who
works as a contract killer. Slimboy, a Nigerian
pop star who uses his womanizing image to hide
that he’s gay. Joanna, a Black American lawyer
pressured to play the good old boys’ game to

succeed with her Big Pharma client. Victor
Miesel, a critically acclaimed yet largely obscure
writer suddenly on the precipice of global fame.
About to start their descent to JFK, they hit a
shockingly violent patch of turbulence, emerging
on the other side to a reality both perfectly
familiar and utterly strange. As it charts the
fallout of this logic-defying event, The Anomaly
takes us on a journey from Lagos and Mumbai to
the White House and a top-secret hangar. In
Hervé Le Tellier’s most ambitious work yet, high
literature follows the lead of a bingeable Netflix
series, drawing on the best of genre fiction from
“chick lit” to mystery, while also playfully
critiquing their hallmarks. An ingenious, timely
variation on the doppelgänger theme, it taps into
the parts of ourselves that elude us most.
The Attack - Jack Arbor 2017-12-04
It's better to be the hunter than the hunted. A
horrific bombing rocks the quaint streets of
London's West Brompton neighborhood and Max
Austin finds himself the target of an
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international manhunt the likes of which the
world hasn't seen since the hunt for Osama bin
Laden. The former KGB assassin must put his
fight against the consortium on hold while he
seeks redemption.As Max chases the bomber
from the gritty streets of London through the
lush Spanish countryside and into the
treacherous mountains of Chechnya, he's
plunged into a game of cat and mouse with a
wily MI6 agent determined to catch Max at all
costs.Can Max find the terrorist and clear his
name before it's too late?The Attack is the third
installment in The Russian Assassin adventure
thriller series that pits Max Austin against his
arch-enemy, the shadowy consortium of
international criminals that will stop at nothing
to kill Max and his family. If you like heartpounding, page-turning thrills, grab this
adventure starring Jack Arbor¿s grim hero, the
ex-KGB assassin-for-hire, Max Austin.
No Tomorrow - Tom Wood 2014-09-02
Victor the assassin returns in the new novel from

the author of The Killer, The Enemy, and The
Game... THE JOB IS SIMPLE When Victor is
called to meet with an old friend who ultimately
betrayed him, what he thought was an ambush is
in fact a plea for help. As a Russian gangster,
Norimov is accustomed to death threats, but
now an unknown enemy wants more than his
life. They intend to kill everyone he cares about,
including his missing daughter Gisele. This time,
Victor’s job is not to kill but to protect.
Unfortunately, locating Gisele is his first
mistake—because someone is watching his every
move. ESCAPE IS IMPOSSIBLE Before she went
into hiding, Gisele had uncovered a secret worth
killing for—and now Victor has brought the
enemy right to her doorstep. The least he can do
is help her escape. But the ruthless network
they’re up against has the police, MI5, and every
major news outlet joining in the manhunt across
London.
Becoming Quinn - Brett Battles 2014-06-06
Most careers begin with an interview and a
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handshake. Others require a little ... something
more. Meet Jake Oliver. The day will come when
he's one of the best cleaners in the business, a
man skilled at making bodies disappear. At the
moment, however, he's a twenty-two year old
rookie cop, unaware his life is about to change.
In a burning barn a body is found--and the fire
isn't the cause of death. The detectives working
the case have a pretty good idea about what
went down. But Officer Oliver thinks it's
something else entirely, and pursues a truth
others would prefer remain hidden--others who
will go to extreme lengths to keep him quiet.
Every identity has an origin. This is Quinn's.
Vendetta Stone - Tom Wood 2013-08-05
A VOW OF VENGEANCEHow far would you go
to find the man who murdered your wife? For
Jackson Stone, a Nashville advertising executive,
avid outdoorsman and former Marine, his
journey begins with an extraordinary press
conference to announce his deadly intentions.
The sensational comments quickly go viral, and

reaction is swift—from the police to Jackson's
family members to his church family, from
bloggers to victim's right advocates to antiviolence groups. Everyone takes sides and his
comments divide Music City like never before.
Soon, the hunter becomes the hunted, and
Jackson's fate will be decided in a suspenseful
showdown at one of Nashville's iconic
landmarksThere to chronicle it all is journalist
Gerry Hilliard, who recounts his own role in
tracking down the killer in his first “true-crime”
book, 'Vendetta Stone'.
Path of the Assassin - Brad Thor 2008-09-04
After rescuing the president from kidnappers,
Navy SEAL turned Secret Service agent Scot
Harvath shifts his attention to rooting out,
capturing, or killing all those responsible for the
plot. As he prepares to close out his list, a bloody
and twisted trail of clues points toward one man
- the world's most feared, most ruthless
terrorist, Hashim Nidal. Only one person can
positively identify Harvath's quarry - Meg
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Cassidy, a beautiful hijacking survivor. Together,
Scot and Meg must untangle a maddening web
of global intrigue stretching across four
continents. Written with an uncanny knowledge
of the spy's craft and the world's distant places,
PATH OF THE ASSASSIN proves why Brad Thor
is the author everyone's talking about. Look out
for the adrenaline-fuelled new Brad Thor novel,
Code of Conduct, published in July 2015!
A Time To Die - Tom Wood 2016-08-02
The sixth novel in international bestselling
author Tom Wood’s action-packed thriller series
featuring the enigmatic assassin Victor,
following The Darkest Day, No Tomorrow, and
The Game. IT’S NOT HOW LONG YOU’LL
LIVE.... Now that professional assassin Victor is
indentured to British Intelligence, he is tasked
with eliminating the worst of the worst. One
such man is Milan Rados, a former Serbian
paramilitary commander wanted for war crimes
and now head of an organized criminal network
in Belgrade. He has escaped justice once

already, so it’s Victor's job to take the justice to
him. IT’S HOW SOON THEY’LL DIE. Victor
might be the best in the business, but with
powerful friends and an entire crew to protect
him, Rados is a hard man to corner and even
harder to kill. To get close to his target, Victor
will need more than his deadly skills. An unlikely
ally can provide him with the edge he seeks, but
there’s a price on Victor’s head—and a killer
who won’t quit knows just how to find him....
Bad Luck In Berlin - Tom Wood 2013-04-02
Tom Wood, whose writing “crackles like the
early work of Robert Ludlum” (Booklist) returns
with a white-knuckle read—and an anti-hero
assassin who sets a new standard for delivering
brutal, no-holds-barred action… HE GOES BY
ONE NAME. HE HAS NO PAST. HIS FUTURE IS
MURDER. Victor's been out of commission for
six months—but as dangerous as ever and still at
the top of his game. A former assassin-for-hire
now locked in uneasy alliance with a CIA special
unit, Victor is in Berlin preparing for what was
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supposed to be a simple assignment: taking out
the scout of a notorious crime lord. But life—and
death—is full of surprises. As Victor tracks his
target, he realizes that he's not the only assassin
with a special interest in his prey. And if Victor
is going to do his job, he has to stop someone
else from doing theirs. Includes a preview of
Tom Wood’s The Enemy
Better Off Dead - Tom Wood 2014-11-20
A hitman must be anonymous, amoral... and
alone Victor is the face in the crowd you don't
see, a perfect assassin with nothing to live for.
But when an old friend turns to him for help, he
finds he can't refuse. For once his objective isn't
to kill, but to protect. Hunted through the
streets of London by ruthless enemies, Victor
needs to be more than just a bodyguard... but his
every move leads danger closer to the very
person he's vowed to defend. Published in the
US as No Tomorrow.
Gone by Dawn - Tom Wood 2019-02-12
Deadly assassin Victor returns to fight another

night in this action-packed enovella from
international bestselling author Tom Wood.
"ARE YOU TRYING TO BE A HERO?" Victor is on
the run in Bulgaria, with enemies closing in.
Injured and exhausted he knows the only way to
survive is to escape the country before dawn.
But when a young woman shows him unexpected
kindness, Victor lingers to repay the favor the
only way he knows how. "I ASSURE YOU. I'M
THE OPPOSITE." The sleepy Bulgarian border
town is not what it seems. Corruption and
violence bubble under the surface, lurking in
unexpected places. As sunrise approaches,
bringing with it a threat from Victor's past with
a knack for tracking and killing, Victor finds
himself tapping into a fight he never meant to
make his...
The Killer - Tom Wood 2011-08-02
After a routine job turns into a fight for his life,
professional killer Victor races across Europe to
find out who bought his services and why they
now want him dead, a trip that causes him to
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stumble into an international conspiracy that
spans four continents.
Vengeful - V. E. Schwab 2018-09-25
*NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER* *2018 GOOD
READS CHOICE AWARD WINNER FOR BEST
SCIENCE FICTION CATEGORY* A superpowered collision of extraordinary minds and
vengeful intentions—#1 New York Times
bestselling author V. E. Schwab returns with the
thrilling follow-up to Vicious. Magneto and
Professor X. Superman and Lex Luthor. Victor
Vale and Eli Ever. Sydney and Serena Clarke.
Great partnerships, now soured on the vine. But
Marcella Riggins needs no one. Flush from her
brush with death, she’s finally gained the control
she’s always sought—and will use her new-found
power to bring the city of Merit to its knees.
She’ll do whatever it takes, collecting her own
sidekicks, and leveraging the two most infamous
EOs, Victor Vale and Eli Ever, against each
other. With Marcella's rise, new enmities create
opportunity--and the stage of Merit City will

once again be set for a final, terrible reckoning.
Entertainment Weekly's 27 Female Authors Who
Rule Sci-Fi and Fantasy Right Now “Readers
won't be able to put down this dark and riveting
tale of power and revenge.”—Kirkus Reviews,
starred Praise for Vicious “Schwab's characters
feel vital and real, never reduced to simple
archetypes...In a genre that tends toward the
flippant or pretentious, this is a rare superhero
novel as epic and gripping as any classic comic.
Schwab's tale of betrayal, self-hatred, and
survival will resonate with superhero fans as
well as readers who have never heard of Charles
Xavier or Victor von Doom.”—Publishers Weekly
(starred review) "V. E. Schwab's Vicious is the
superhero novel I've been waiting for: fresh,
merciless, and yes, vicious. Wow."—Mira Grant,
New York Times bestselling author of Blackout
Villians #1 Vicious #2 Vengeful "Warm Up"
(short story) At the Publisher's request, this title
is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
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Firing Point - George Wallace 2012-07-03
NOW THE MAJOR MOTION PICTURE HUNTER
KILLER—STARRING GERARD BUTLER AND
GARY OLDMAN A submarine captain races to
prevent World War III in this thrilling adventure.
Below the polar ice cap, an American nuclear
submarine moves quietly in the freezing water,
tailing a new Russian sub. But the usual,
unspoken game of hide-and-seek between
opposing captains is ended when the Americans
hear sounds of disaster and flooding, and the
Russian sub sinks in a thousand feet of water.
The American sub rushes to help, only to join its
former quarry in the deep. The situation ignites
tensions around the world. As both Washington
and Moscow prepare for what may be the
beginnings of World War III, the USS
Toledo—led by young, untested Captain Joe
Glass—heads to the location to give aid. He soon
discovers that the incident was no accident. And
the men behind it have yet to make their final
move. A move only Glass can stop.

A Quiet Man - Tom Wood 2022-05-26
One day a man arrives in town. Unassuming.
Quiet. The assassin known as Victor is hiding out
in a small motel in Canada after a job across the
border. A few days laying low and he'll be gone
and leave no trace behind. He doesn't count on
getting to know a mother and her boy who
reminds him of his own troubled childhood.
When both vanish, only Victor seems to notice.
Once he starts looking for them, he finds himself
at odds with the criminals who own the town.
They want him gone. Only Victor's going
nowhere until he discovers the truth and to them
he's just a quiet man asking the wrong
questions. But that quiet man is a dangerous
man.
A Knock at the Door - T. W. Ellis 2021-02-04
The Hunt for the Red Banners - Paul Allen
2021-10-29
FROM THIS MASTER STORYTELLER COMES
ONE OF THE MOST HIGHLY ANTICIPATED
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THRILLERS THIS YEAR An Australian scientist
witnesses the theft of two Red Banner nukes
from a Russian submarine in the Arctic. The
theft triggers a covert response from the
Australian government spy agency ASIS.
Meanwhile, operatives with the Chinese Ministry
of State Security are funding the theft using two
brothers from Bagdad. The brother's journey
becomes one of manipulation and betrayal. The
ASIS team follow a trail of evidence from
Murmansk to London. Moscow is desperate to
get the Red Banners using highly placed sleeper
agents. Russia's infamous ZL kill teams plunges
the MI5 deep into a maelstrom of destruction
while the UK counter-terrorism task force is
bombed, forcing the army to populate the streets
of London with soldiers. It was a mistake
allowing one brother to take his revenge As the
deadly dark hand of terrorism reaches up to the
UK Prime Minister, fear grips the heart of the
nation. Hunter must stay one step ahead of
multiple invisible enemies while facing the most

significant threat, the destruction of London.
Hunter is determined to shut down the nuclear
countdown and find the person behind the
crime. GRIPPING FROM BEGINNING TO
STUNNING END. This gripping mystery is
perfect for fans of Peter May, Lee Child, Michael
Connelly, Ann Cleeves, John Grisham, David
Baldacci, Paula Hawkins or Val McDermid
Author Paul Allen delivers a frightening novel on
international terrorism. The race is on. BOOK
DESCRIPTION The all-action Hunter Wyatt
thriller series continues, written by Australian
author Paul Allen. ABOUT THE AUTHOR Paul
Allen has five degrees in philosophy, social
science, and theology. In his research for the
Hunter Wyatt novels, including Traitors Bad Day
and the Red Banners, he and his wife Janine
traveled across Europe and Asia for holidays
providing location insights for each novel. The
author is currently working on a new series
entitled – Barker & Belle. Gold Coast Detectives.
Paulallenbooks.online
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Mockingjay (Hunger Games, Book Three) Suzanne Collins 2010-08-24
The greatly anticipated final book in the New
York Times bestselling Hunger Games trilogy by
Suzanne Collins.
Traitor - Tom Wood 2023-07-13
SOMEONE'S SET HIM UP SOMEONE'S GOING
TO DIE When Victor is arrested for a murder
that, for once, he didn't commit, escape must
surely be inevitable for a hitman of his ferocity.
Yet someone wants Victor put away, and he finds
himself behind bars, incarcerated by police who
have no idea of the monster they are dealing
with and have, apparently, tamed. Quickly,
however, his fellow the prisoners realise that
he's not trapped in there with them: they are in
a cage, with the most dangerous of enemies. And
Victor has a traitor to find.
Origin - Dan Brown 2018-07-17
Robert Langdon, Harvard professor of
symbology, arrives at the ultramodern
Guggenheim Museum Bilbao to attend the

unveiling of a discovery that “will change the
face of science forever.” The evening’s host is
Edmond Kirsch, a forty-year-old billionaire and
futurist, and one of Langdon’s first students. But
the meticulously orchestrated evening suddenly
erupts into chaos, and Kirsch’s precious
discovery teeters on the brink of being lost
forever. Facing an imminent threat, Langdon is
forced to flee. With him is Ambra Vidal, the
elegant museum director who worked with
Kirsch. They travel to Barcelona on a perilous
quest to locate a cryptic password that will
unlock Kirsch’s secret. Navigating the dark
corridors of hidden history and extreme religion,
Langdon and Vidal must evade an enemy whose
all-knowing power seems to emanate from
Spain’s Royal Palace. They uncover clues that
ultimately bring them face-to-face with Kirsch’s
shocking discovery…and the breathtaking truth
that has long eluded us.
War Against the Mafia - Don Pendleton
2014-12-16
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The first book in the classic vigilante action
series from a “writer who spawned a genre”
(The New York Times). Overseas, Mack Bolan
was dubbed “Sgt. Mercy” for the compassion he
showed the innocent. On the home front, they’re
calling him the Executioner for what he’s doing
to the guilty. In the jungles of Southeast Asia,
American sniper Mack Bolan honed his skills.
After twelve years, with ninety-five confirmed
hits, he returns home to Massachusetts. But it’s
not to reunite with his family, it’s to bury
them—victims in a mass murder/suicide. Even
though Bolan’s own father pulled the trigger, he
knows the old man was no killer. He was driven
to madness by Mafia thugs who have turned his
idyllic hometown into a new kind of war zone.
Duty calls . . . Introducing an action hero “who
would make Jack Reacher think twice,” this is
the first book in the iconic series of vigilante
justice that has become a publishing
phenomenon (Empireonline.com). With more
than two hundred million Executioner books sold

since its debut, the series continues to stimulate.
Gerry Conway, cocreator of Marvel Comics’ The
Punisher, credits the Executioner as “my
inspiration . . . that’s what gave me the idea for
the lone, slightly psychotic avenger.” The series
is also now in development as a major motion
picture. War Against the Mafia is the 1st book in
the Executioner series, but you may enjoy
reading the series in any order.
Diary of an Assassin - Victor Methos 2013
Tired and sick of a life of violence, hitman Isaac
Rhett is ready to retire after one last
assignment. But the assignment turns out to be a
trap and pits him against the deadliest assassin
in the world, Gustav Fabrice.
Kill for Me - Tom Wood 2018-11-06
Lethal assassin Victor lands in the middle of a
Guatemalan cartel war in the latest nonstop
thriller from the international bestselling author
of The Final Hour. KEEP YOUR ENEMIES
CLOSE... Victor is the killer who always
delivers...for the right price. And Heloise
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Salvatierra, patron of Guatemala's largest cartel,
is ready and willing to pay him just that to
eliminate the competition: her sister. Heloise has
been battling Maria for control of the cartel in
an endless and bloody war. Now Victor decides
who survives. An easy job if it weren't for the
sudden target on his back. ...AND THEIR
ENEMIES CLOSER. Victor's not the only one on
the hunt. Someone else has Maria in the
crosshairs and will do anything to get the kill. In
the middle of cartel territory with enemies
closing in from all sides, Victor must decide
where to put the bullet before one is placed in
his head....
The Enemy - Tom Wood 2012
An impossible mission, for a man who barely
exists The mysterious assassin known only as
Victor is locked in an uneasy alliance with the
CIA. And he has a list: three names, three
victims. Worst of all, Victor is given just two
days to take down his targets, forcing him to
compromise his usual extreme care. With each

name Victor crosses off his list, the game grows
far more complex - and far more lethal. A
conspiracy begins to unwind and suddenly this
perfect assassin becomes the perfect target.
Zooming from Moscow to London and
Washington, and loaded with suspense, twists
and sex appeal, The Enemy is a high-octane
thrill-ride ideal for fans of Lee Child.
The Assassin's Legacy - D. Lieber 2021-10-12
He hasn't been Aleksandr Sergeyevich Volonov,
legendary monster-hunting assassin for ten
years. Now, he is only Sasha, charming
deckhand on a merchant airship so recently
destroyed by pirates. All he wants is to find
another job and keep moving. But that simple
plan is thwarted when his sister sends an
assassin to murder him. His only choice is to
return to Saint Petersburg and renounce his
claim to his family's title. Trapped by his late
father's machinations, Sasha finds himself
surrounded by death threats, engaged to a
brutal villainess, shadowed by his cheeky
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assassin, and forced to lead the organization
bent on eliminating all supernatural creatures
from the Russian Empire. As he struggles to
keep hold on the man he is, Sasha must face who
he used to be in this modern steampunk fantasy
adventure full of folklore, banter, and artifice.
A Knock at the Door - Tom Wood 2020-05-07
'Riveting, twisty as all hell, and very, very clever,
A Knock at the Door is a rollercoaster ride of
brilliance. Tom Wood is a superb thriller writer' -- SARAH PINBOROUGH They ask for your
husband. They just want to talk. THEY'RE
LYING. Your husband isn't who he says he is, say
the people at your door. Come with us. Don't
trust them, says a voice on the phone. Run. Who
would you believe? In this terrifying first
psychological thriller by bestselling author Tom
Wood (previously published under T.W. Ellis),
one woman goes on the run and is forced to
question everything she held dear . . . 'A Knock
at the Door is a riveting, twisty thriller that grips
and intrigues from the very beginning. Tom

Wood is the real deal' --- ALEX NORTH 'Highly
original and very twisty . . . this is his first
psychological thriller and it's a cracker' --- DAILY
MAIL 'A thrilling fast-paced story, full of twists
and turns' --- CLAIRE MCGOWAN 'Only one
thing is certain with this heart-pounding thrillride of a novel, and that is nothing is what it
seems' --- HEAT
The Enemy - Tom Wood 2013-05-07
FIRST TIME IN PRINT THE HIRED KILLER.
Victor, a former assassin-for-hire, has joined
forces with a CIA special unit. His first
assignment: Three strangers. Three hits. Fast
and clean. Victor’s a natural for this. THE
SHADOW CONSPIRACY. It should have been
simple. But with each hit Victor is plunged
deeper into an unimaginable conspiracy where
no one, least of all the people he knows, can be
trusted. THE TRIPLE-CROSS YOU WON’T SEE
COMING. With the stakes growing higher by the
minute, Victor realizes he’s been forced into
playing a game he never expected. Because he’s
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the next target. And there’s no way out.
The Game - Tom Wood 2013
Victor is the perfect killer. He has no past. He
will stop at nothing. And he can find you
anywhere. In sweltering Algiers, ultra-efficient
hitman Victor executes a fellow assassin. But
when the CIA comes calling, Victor must pose as
his victim to identify the dead man's next mark,

a mission that takes him across Europe to the
bloody streets of Rome. Working alongside a
group of vicious mercenaries, Victor faces an
impossible choice: to do what's right, or to
sacrifice the only thing he cares about . . . his
life. Full of white-hot tension and edge-of-theseat action, The Game will surprise you at every
turn.
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